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(54) A processor which returns from subroutine at high speed and a program translating

apparatus which generates machine programs that makes a high-speed return from a

subroutine

(57) A processor detects a function which includes

no function call instruction and no update of the return

address/calculation register from an assembler pro-

gram. After the detection, the processor outputs a spe-

cial return address to the end of the function detected,

and executes the assembler program. The processor

stores a return address not only on the stack but in the

return address/calculation register. When the special re-

turn instruction has been fetched, the retum address is

moved from the return address/calculation register with-

out accessing to the stack.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

(1) Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a processor, and

an apparatus for translating a source program written in

a programming language into a machine program suit-

able for the processor

(2) Description of the Related Art

Recently, Information apparatuses with a built-in mi-

cro processor have been developed to respond to vari-

ous needs. The development of these Information ap-

paratuses is focused on speeding up their process and

reducing their cost from both hardware and software.

In the software, the process is expressed by using

many subroutines which are nested to several levels. In

order to call a subroutine, a return address is stored on

a stack, and In order to return to the original program

from the subroutine, the return address Is moved from

the stack to a program counter.

The time to access the stack to fetch the return ad-

dress is ignorable when a program has only a few sub-

routine calls; however, when there are dozens of sub-

routine calls, the access time of the stack causes delays

in the operations of the processor

In order to avoid the delays to be caused by the ac-

cess time of the stack, a conventional processor is pro-

vided with a register specifically designed to store a re-

turn address. The register is hereinafter referred to as

the return-address-only register

FIG. 1 shows a list of instructions to be used in the

conventional processor In the list, SR @SP, and FR
represent a stack pointer, a reference to a stack, and

the return-address-only register, respectively.

The Instruction: jsrj is a subroutine call instruction,

and indicates that a return address is stored not only on

a stack like an ordinary subroutine call instruction but

also in the return-address-only register When the proc-

essor has fetched a subroutine call instruction from a

stack, the processor subtracts 2 from a stack pointer val-

ue, and stores the address of an instruction which im-

mediately follows the subroutine call instruction on the

stack which Is indicated by the stack pointer and in the

retum-address-only register

The instruction: rts is a return instruction, and indi-

cates that a return address on a stack is moved to a

program counter, 2 is added to the stack pointer value,

and the processor retums to the original program in the

same manner as an ordinary return instruction.

The instruction: rtsfr is also a return instruction, but

indicates that a return address is moved not from the

stack but from the return-address-onty register to the

program counter Such an instruction as obtains a return

address from a stack is referred to as a special return

instruction.

The other instructions on the list such as an add in-

struction and a mul instruction are not explained be-

cause they are not directly related to the present Inven-

5 tion.

The operations of the processor provided with the

return-address-only register to jump to a subroutine and

to return from a subroutine will be described with refer-

ence to FIGS. 2 and 3.

FIG. 2 shows a list of output codes of an assembler

program, and the entrance locations of functions are la-

beled with either _main, J1 , orf2. Hereinafter functions

are referred to subroutines.

In the program, a special retum Instruction exists at

the end of a function which involves no function call. In

other words, it exists in a function which is located at the

deepest level of nesting. This is because the retum-ad-

dressonly register stores only one return address while

a stack is organized on a First In-Last Out basis.

The instructions are assigned respective addresses

such as 0100 or 0101 shown on the left and respective

identifiers (ex1)-(ex16) shown on the right.

FIG. 3 shows a flowchart which depicts how the

conventional processor calls a subroutine and returns

from a subroutine.

It is assumed that the address 0100 of the instruc-

tion with (exi) Is set at the program counter

At u1, whether there is a next instruction to be

fetched is determined. If there is, the process proceeds

to u2 and otherwise terminates the process. Since the

next instruction with (exi ) exists in this case, the proc-

ess proceeds to u2, and further proceeds to u3, u4, and

u5 to execute the instruction with (exi ), and the process

returns to u1 . At u1 , it is determined that there is a next

instruction to be fetched. At u2, the instruction with (ex2)

is fetched. At u3, whether the instruction is a function

call instruction is determined. If it is, the process pro-

ceeds to u6 and othenwise proceeds to u4. Since the

instruction with (ex2): jsrJ 1 is a function call instruction,

the process proceeds to u6. At u6, the address 01 02 of

the next instruction with (ex3) is stored on the stack as

a return address. At u7, the address 0102 is also stored

in the return-address-only register, and a function f1 is

called. Then, the process retums to u1 to fetch and ex-

ecute the consecutive instructions with (ex6) and (ex7)

of the function f1.

After the execution of the instruction with (ex7), it is

determined that the next instruction with (ex8) exists at

u1 and the instruction with (ex8) is fetched at u2. It is

determined that the instruction with (ex8): jsr J2 is a

function cal instruction at u3, and the address 0108 of

the next instruction with (ex9) is stored on the stack as

a return address at u6. The address 0108 is also stored

in the return-address-onty register, and the function f2

is called at u7.

The consecutive instructions with (ex10)-(ex12) of

the function f2 are fetched and executed at u1 -u5.

After the execution of the instruction with (exi 2), it
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is determined that the next instruction with (ex1 3) exists

at u1 and the instruction is fetched at u2. It is determined

that the instruction with (ex13) is not a function cal in-

struction at u3, and the process proceeds to u4. At u4.

whether the instruction with (ex1 3) is a special return

Instruction is determined. If it is. the process proceeds

to u8 and otherwise proceeds to u5. Since the instruc-

tion with (ex13): rtsfr is a special return instruction, the

process proceeds to u8. At u8, the address 0108 of the

next instruction with (ex9) is moved from the return-ad-

dress-only register to the program counter, and as a re-

sult, the function f1 is resumed without access to a stack.

Then, It Is determined at u1 that the retum instruc-

tion with (ex9) exists, and the instruction is fetched at

u2. The process proceeds to u3, u4, and u5 where the

retum instruction with (ex9) is executed. That is, the

processor accesses the stack and fetches the address

01 02 of the instruction with (ex3) and exits from the func-

tion f1.

Since the next instruction with (ex4):jsr _f3 Is a func-

tion call instruction, the address 01 04 of the next instruc-

tion with (ex5) is stored on the stack at u6, and also

stored in the retum-address-only register to call the

function f3 at u7. Then, the consecutive instructions with

(ex14) and (ex15) are fetched and executed at u1-u5.

The next Instruction with (ex16): rtsfr is fetched at u2

and the address 0104 of the next instruction (ex5) is

moved from the return-address-onty register to the pro-

gram counter to return to the function f 1 at u8.

As explained -hereinbefore, the conventional proc-

essor provided with the return-address-only register ex-

Its from a subroutine and returns to the original program,

by making use of the return-address-only register In-

stead of accessing to a stack in the case where there is

a special return instruction.

As a result, the speed of returning from a subroutine

is heightened.

However, the conventional processor provided with

the return-address-only register still has a drawbackthat

Its circuit must be large to have enough space to accom-

modate the return-address-only register.

SUMf^^ARY OF THE INVENTION

A first object of the present invention is to provide

a processor which returns from a subroutine at a high

speed without providing a return-address-only register.

A second object of the present invention is to pro-

vide a program translating apparatus for translating a

source program written in a programming language Into

a machine program suitable for the processor.

The first object is achieved by a processor which is

provided with a fetch unit for sequentially fetching in-

structions from memory, a decode unit for decoding the

Instructions fetched by the fetch unit, a calculator for,

when a predetermined calculation instruction is Included

in the instructions fetched, calculating the predeter-

mined calculation instruction, and a special register for

storing a calculation result of the predetermined calcu-

lation instruction. The decode unit comprises the follow-

ing units:

a first determination unit for determining whether

each of the instructions fetched by the fetch unit is

a subroutine call instruction;

a second determination unit for determining wheth-

er each of the instructions fetched by the fetch unit

is a first subroutine return instruction for returning a

return address from a stack; and

a third determination unit for determining whether

each of the instructions fetched by the fetch unit is

a second subroutine retum Instruction for returning

a return address from the special register.

The processor comprises the following units:

a call unit for, when the first determination unit has

determined an instruction to be a subroutine call in-

struction, storing an address of an instruction which

follows the subroutine cal! Instruction to the stack

and the special register as a return address;

a first return unit for, when the second determination

unit has determined an instruction to be a first sub-

routine return instruction, returning the return ad-

dress from the stack to a program counter; and

a second return unit for, when the third determina-

tion unit has determined an instruction to be a sec-

ond subroutine return instruction; returning the re-

turn address from the special register to the pro-

gram counter.

In the processor, when a subroutine call Instruction

has been fetched, the address of the next instruction is

stored as a return address on the stack and the special

register When the second subroutine retum instruction

has been fetched, the return address Is moved from the

special register to the program counter. Therefore, the

number of access to the stack can be reduced without

providing a register specifically designed to store a re-

turn address. Consequently, a processor which returns

from a subroutine at a high speed and which is not pro-

vided with the register specifically designed to store a

return address is produced a low cost.

The special register may store calculation results of

either multiplication operations, division operations, or

residue operations of the calculator.

Since these operations have a low frequency of use

In a called subroutine, returns from subroutines which

do not include these operations are made possible by

using the special register.

The special register may store calculation results

whose bit lengths are longer than a bit length of the cal-

culator.

Since these operations have a low frequency of use

in a called subroutine, returns from subroutines which

do not Include these operations are made possible by
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using the special register.

The special register may store either the high order

bits or the low order bits of calculation results of the cal-

culator.

Such a register has a low frequency of use in a

called subroutine, in the case where the processor proc-

esses a machine program produced from a source lan-

guage written in a programming language. Therefore,

retums from more subroutines are made possible by us-

ing the special register, and as a result, the number of

access to the stack can be reduced.

The second object can be achieved by a program

translating apparatus for generating machine programs

each composed of a plurality of subroutines and rewrit-

ing the machine programs generated, each of the plu-

rality of subroutines including a first subroutine return

instruction for returning a return address from a stack,

and part of the plurality of subroutines including one of

a subroutine call instruction and a predetermined calcu-

lation instruction whose calculation result is stored in a

special register. The program translating apparatus

comprises the following units:

a fetch unit for fetching all the plurality of subrou-

tines one by one;

a determination unit for determining whether each

of all the plurality of subroutines fetched by the fetch

unit includes neither the subroutine call instruction

nor the predetermined calculation instruction;

a detection unit for detecting the first subroutine re-

turn instruction from each subroutine that has been

determined not to include neither- the subroutine

call instruction nor the predetermined calculation in-

struction by the determination unit; and

a rewrite unit for rewriting the first subroutine return

instruction detected by the detection unit into a sec-

ond subroutine return instruction for returning a re-

turn address from the special register.

In the program translating apparatus, the first sub-

routine return instruction is rewritten into the second

subroutine retum instruction, so that a machine program

where a return address is fetched from the special reg-

ister is produced.

Therefore, the machine program to be produced by

the program translating apparatus can make the proc-

essor store a return address in the special register.

Consequently, the machine program can use a sin-

gle register to store both a return address and calcula-

tion results, and there is no need to provide a return-

address-only register.

The predetermined calculation instruction may be

either a multiplication operation, a division operation, or

a residue operation.

Since the first subroutine call instruction of a sub-

routine where these operations have a low frequency of

use is rewritten into the second subroutine call instaic-

tion, a machine program rewritten can make the proc-

essor return from subroutines which do not include

these operations by using the special register

The predetermined calculation instruction nnay

have a bit length longer than a calculator of a processor.

Since the first subroutine call instruction of a sub-

routine where these operations have a low frequency of

use is rewritten into the second subroutine call instruc-

tion, a machine program rewritten can make the proc-

essor return from subroutines which do not include

these operations by using the special register.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and other objects, advantages and features

of the invention will become apparent from the following

description thereof taken in conjunction with the accom-

panying drawings which illustrate a specific embodi-

ment of the invention. In the drawings:

-

FIG. 1 shows a list of instructions to be used in the

conventional processor.

FIG. 2 shows a list of output codes of an assembler

program.

FIG. 3 shows a flowchart which depicts how the

conventional processor calls a subroutine and returns

from the subroutine.

FIG. 4 shows the construction of the program trans-

lating apparatus of the present embodiment.

FIG. 5 shows the relationship between a source

program and an assembler program produced from the

source program.

FIG. 6 shows a list of instructions to be used in the

processor of the present invention,

FIG. 7 shows the construction of the generation

code rewrite unit provided in the code generation unit

14.

FIG. 8 shows instructions of the assembler program

shown in FIG. 5.

FIG. 9 shows how a machine language program in-

cluding a special return Instruction is executed.

FIG. 10 shows a flowchart which depicts the rewrit-

ing operation of the generation code rewrite unit.

FIG. 11 shows the construction of the processor of

the present invention.

FIG. 12 shows a flowchart which depicts how the

processor of the present invention calls a subroutine

and returns from the subroutine.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

<The program translating apparatus of the present

embodiment>

FIG. 4 shows the construction of the program trans-

lating apparatus of the present embodiment. The appa-

ratus includes a syntax analysis unit 11 , an optimization

unit 12, a resource allocation unit 13, and a code gen-

eration unit 14.

The syntax analysis unit 11 performs a lexical anal-
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ysis, a syntax analysis, and a semantic analysis of a

source program which is stored as a file in an unillus-

trated storage unit, and converts the source program in-

to an intermediate program.

The optimization unit 12 performs optimization of

the intermediate program for the purpose of reducing

the size and the process time of an assembler program

which is produced from the intermediate program. The

optimization includes a blocking, a control flow analysis,

and a data flow analysis. The blocking refers to dividing

an intermediate program to be processed into basic

blocks.

The dividing operation is performed as follows: the

optimization unit 12 detects from an intermediate pro-

gram an initial intermediate instruction, a conditional or

non-conditional jump target intermediate instruction,

and an intermediate instruction which immediately fol-

lows a conditional or non-conditional jump target inter-

mediate instruction, and regards these instructions de-

tected as leaders.

Then, the optimization unit 12 extracts a series of

intermediate instructions from a leader until an interme-

diate instruction which immediately proceeds another

leader, and these consecutive intermediate instructions

are referred to as a basic block, which is a unit of proc-

ess.

The control flow analysis refers to analyzing the

control flow between basic blocks.

The data flow analysis refers to analyzing where a

variable in each basic block is defined and referred to.

The results of these analyses are used to obtain infor-

mation on the living period of each variable.

The resource allocation unit 13 allocates variables

in the Intermediate program to either registers or mem-
ory of a processor which is the target machine for the

program translating apparatus. In the allocation, the re-

source allocation unit 13 examines how the living peri-

ods of the variables are overlapped, and overlapped

variables are allocated different registers. The resource

allocation unit 1 3 further examines the number of levels

of nesting of each variable or the frequency of use of

each variable, and gives a priority level to each variable.

Variables given higher priority levels are allocated the

registers, and variables which are not allocated the reg-

isters due to their lower priority levels are allocated the

memory.

The code generation unit 14 includes a generation

code rewrite unit which generates machine instructions

based on intermediate instructions of an intermediate

program, thereby generating an assembler program

which is decodable by the processor of the target ma-

chine, based on the intermediate program.

The relationship between a source program and an

assembler program produced from the source program

is explained with reference to FIG.5.

FIG. 5 shows four functions: main, f 1 ,
f2, and f3 of

the source program. A function call instruction f 1 (1 ); in-

dicates that a function f1 is called with an argument of

1 , and another function call instruction f3(2); indicates

that a function f3 is called with an argument of 2.

The four functions of the assembler program: main,

f1, f2, and f3 are composed of instructions with (exl)-

5 (ex5), Instructions with (ex6)-(ex9), instructions with

(ex10)-(ex13), and instructions with (ex14)-(ex16), re-

spectively.

The function call instruction f 1 (1 ); of the source pro-

gram is rewritten into mov #1,D0 which is a move In-

10 struction to move immediate value 1 to register DO, and

jsr J 1 which is a function call instruction.

The function call instruction f3(2); of the source pro-

gram is rewritten into mov #2,D0 which is a move in-

struction to move immediate value 2 to register DO, and
^5 jsr f3 which is a function call instruction.

The multiplication instruction b = a*3; of the source

program is rewritten into mov #3,D1 which is a move

instruction to move immediate value 3 to register D1.

and mul DO.DI which is a multiplication instruction.

All the registers D1 and D1 are 16-bit long, and

stores 16-bit calculation results because the program

translating apparatus of the present invention is intend-

ed for a 16-bit type processor and is standardized to

make calculations and calculation results of the same
bit length.

FIG. 6 shows a list of instructions to be used in the

16-bit type processor of the present invention.

On and Dm indicate general-purpose registers, MR
indicates a return address/calculation register which

stores a return address and high order bits of multipli-

cation or division operation results, PC indicates a pro-

gram counter value, and #imm indicates an immediate

value.

A subroutine call instruction jsr J is different from

the subroutine call instruction used in the conventional

processor in that the former stores the address of an

instruction which follows the function call instruction in

the return address/calculation register MR while the lat-

ter stores it in the retum-address-only register.

A special return instruction rtsf is different from the

special return instruction used in the conventional proc-

essor in that the former moves a return address from

the return address/calculation register MR to the pro-

gram counter while the latter moves it from the retum-

address-only register to the program counter.

An add instruction add Dn.Dm indicates that a value

of register Dn and a value of register Dm are added and

the add result is stored in register Dm,

A move instruction mov Dn.Dm indicates that data

of register Dn are nrraved to register Dm.

Amove instruction mov#imm,Dm, which has an im-

mediate value as an operand indicates that #imm is

moved to register Dm.

A multiplication instruction mul Dn.Dm indicates

that a value of register Dn and a value of register Dm
are multiplied, and the high order bits of the multiplica-

tion result are stored in the return address/calculation

register MR and the low order bits are stored in register
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Dm.

FIG. 7 shows the construction of the generation

code rewrite unit provided in the code generation unit

14.

The generation code rewrite unit is composed of a

control unit 101, a function detection unit 102, an MR
value confirmation unit 1 03. and a special return instruc-

tion output unit 104.

The control unit 101 controls these units 102. 103,

and 104 to be started in this order

The function detection unit 102 detects functions

which include no function call instruction from a pro-

gram.

The MR value confirmation unit 103 detects the

presence of a multiplication instruction, a division in-

struction, a residue calculation instruction, ail of which

indicate that the high order bits of calculation results are

stored in the return address/calculation register MR, or

a move instruction which indicates that data are moved

to the return address/calculation register MR. The pur-

pose of the detection is for the MR value confirmation

unit 103 to confirm that the value of the return address/

calculation register MR has not been updated.

The special return instruction output unit 104 re-

writes a return instruction located at the end of a function

which has been detected by the function detection unit

102 into a special return instruction.

The rewriting operation of the generation code re-

write unit will be explained hereinafter with reference to

FIGS. 8-10.

Fl G. 8 shows instructions of the assembler program

shown in FIG. 5, which are stored in respective address-

es on the memory.

FIG. 10 shows a flowchart which depicts the oper-

ation for the generation code rewrite unit to rewrite the

assembler program of FIG. 8.

At si . whether there is a next function is detected.

If it is, the process proceeds to s2 and othenA^ise termi-

nates. In this case, the function detection unit 102 de-

tects the entrance of the function _main, and the proc-

ess proceeds to s2.

At s2. whether the function includes a function call

instruction is detected. If it does, the process returns to

s1 and otherwise proceeds to s3. In this case, it is de-

tected at s2 that the function includes function call in-

structions:jsrJ 1 and jsr _f3. and the process returns to

si.

Then, the presence of the next function f 1 is detect-

ed at si. the presence of a function call instruction:jsr

J2 is detected from instructions with (ex6)-(ex9) at s2,

and the process returns to si.

Then, the presence of the next function f2 is detect-

ed at s1 , the absence of a function call instruction is de-

tected from instructions with (ex10)-(ex13) at s2, and

the process proceeds to s3. The function detection unit

102 starts the MR value confirmation unit 103.

At s3. the MR value confirmation unit 103 detects

the presence of a calculation instruction whose calcula-

tion result is stored in the return address/calculation reg-

ister MR, and determines whether the value of the retum

address/calculation register MR is updated. If such an

instruction is present, the process returns to si and oth-

5 erwise proceeds to s4. Since the function f2 includes the

multiplication instruction:mul D0.D1. the process re-

turns to si.

Then, the presence of the next function f3 is detect-

ed at si , the absence of a function call instruction is de-

10 tected from instructions with (ex14)-(ex16) at s2. and

the process proceeds to s3. The MR value confirmation

unit 103 detects that there is no calculation instruction

whose calculation result is stored in the retum address/

calculation register MR at s3. and the process proceeds

^5 to s4. At s4, the special return instruction output unit 104

is started and rewrites the final instruction with (ex16)

of the function f3 into a special return instruction:rtsf with

(ex16'). As a result, the assembler program shown on

the left of FIG. 9 is generated.

20 FIG. 1 1 shows the construction of the processor of

the present invention.

<The processor of the present embodiment>

25 FIG. 1 1 shows the construction of the processor of

the present embodiment which is composed of an in-

struction buffer (IB) 32, a selector 34, an instruction reg-

ister (IR) 35, a data register group 41 , an address reg-

ister group 42, a selector 43, a stack pointer 44, an ALU
30 51, selectors 54 and 55, a retum address/calculation

register (MR) 56, a shifter (hereinafter SFT) 57, a selec-

tor 58, a shifter (hereinafter SFTMD) 59, a program

counter 61, an incrementor (INC) 65, an instruction ad-

dress buffer (IAB) 66, a selector 67, an instruction fetch

35 buffer (IFB) 73, an operand address buffer (OAB) 74, a

store buffer (STB) 75, a load buffer (LDB) 76. a RAM
78, a ROM 79, and a decoder (hereinafter DEC) 80.

These units are connected via a bus (hereinafter

ABUS), a first data bus (hereinafter B1BUS), a second
40 data bus (hereinafter B2BUS), a third data bus, a fourth

data bus, an instruction bus (hereinafter IBUS), a first

address bus, and a second address bus.

The instruction buffer 32 with 8-bit length and 3

stages stores instructions which are fetched from the

45 memory. For example, a function call instruction jsrJ 1

,

or a multiplication instruction mul D0,D1 are stored in

the instruction buffer 32 in the form of machine languag-

es.

The selector 34 selects between an instruction from

50 the instruction buffer 32 and an instruction from the

IBUS.

The instruction register 35 holds an instruction

which is outputted from the selector 34.

The data register group 41 consists of four 16-bit

55 registers which mainly hold data.

The address register group 42 consists of four

16-bit registers which mainly hold addresses.

The selector 43 selects between an instruction from
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the ABUS and an instruction fronn the load buffer 76, and

outputs an instruction selected eitherto the data register

group 41. the address register group 42, or the stack

pointer 44.

The stack pointer 44 holds the top address of an

area which is used as a stack in the RAM 78.

The ALU 51 calculates 16-bit data and 16-bit ad-

dresses.

The selectors 54 and 55 each selects an operand

to be inputted to the ALU 51

.

The return address/calculation register 56 with

16-bit length holds the high order bits of the calculation

result of a nnultiplication calculation or a division calcu-

lation, the residue of the residue calculation, and a re-

turn address.

When the processor of the present invention proc-

esses a machine progrann which has been produced by

the program translating apparatus of the present inven-

tion, the frequency of use of the return address/calcula-

tion register 56 is very low. This is because C language

is generally standardized to make calculation and cal-

culation results of the same bit length, so that the pro-

gram translating apparatus rounds 32-bit calculation re-

sults to be obtained from 16-bit multiplication calcula-

tions to 1 6-bit lengths so as to meet the 1 6-bit registers

and buses. Although the processor ot the present inven-

tion is 16-bit long, it may have other lengths.

The SFT 57 performs a shifting operation when it

has received an output of the ALU 51 . When the shifting

operation is completed, the SFT 57 has the high order

bits of a calculation result. When the calculation Is a di-

vision operation, the SFT 57 has the quotient of the di-

vision operation.

The selector 58 selects between data on the ABUS
and data from the SFTMD 59.

The SFTMD 59 performs a shifting operation when

it has received an output of the selector 58. When the

shifting operation is completed, the SFTMD 59 has the

low order bits of the calculation result. When the calcu-

lation is a division operation, the SFTMD 59 has the res-

idue of the division operation.

The program counter 61 is composed of a prefetch

counter (PFCB) 62, a selector 63, and a program coun-

ter buffer (PCB) 64.

The prefetch counter 62 with 16-bit length holds the

addresses of instructions to be fetched.

The program counter buffer 64 with 16-bit length

holds a value of the prefetch counter 62 in one cycle

behind the current cycle.

The selector 63 selects between data from the pro-

gram counter buffer 64 and data from the prefetch coun-

ter 62, and outputs data selected either to the ABUS or

the B1BUS.

The instruction address buffer 66 outputs the ad-

dress of an instruction be fetched on a first address bus.

The instruction fetch buffer 73, the operand address

buffer 74, the store buffer 75. and the load buffer 76 hold

instructions, operand addresses, data to be stored, and

data to be loaded, respectively.

The RAM 78 and the ROM 79 store data and in-

structions, respectively.

The ABUS is connected with the output terminal of

5 each of the stack pointer 44. the data register group 41

.

the address register group 42, the SFTMD 59, the se-

lector 63, the return address/calculation register 56, the

load buffer 76. the ALU 51 , and the SFT 57. The ABUS
carries values of the stack pointer 44, the data register

10 group 41 . and the address register group 42 to the ALU
51. In addition, the ABUS carries a value of the return

address/calculation register 56, which indicates a return

address to the ALU 51.

The B1 BUS is connected with the output terminal

15 of each of the selector 63, the stack pointer 44, and the

address register group 42, and further connected with

the input terminal of the selector 54. The B1 BUS carries

a value of the selector 63 to the ALU 51

.

The B2BUS is connected with the output terminal

20 of each of the instruction buffer 32. the return address/

calculation register 56, the data register group 41 . and

the load buffer 76, and further connected with the input

terminal of each of the selectors 54 and 55. and the load

buffer 76. The B2BUS carries part of an instruction

25 stored in the instruction buffer 32, for example displace-

ment in jsr @(disp, PC) to the ALU 51

.

The processor of the present invention with the

above-explained construction executes the instructions

shown in FIG. 6 as follows.

30

<the function call instruction:jsr>

(1)SP-2->SP

35 A value of the stack pointer 44 is moved to the ALU
51 where SP<-SP-2 is calculated, and the calculation

result is carried on the ABUS to the selector 43 and to

the stack pointer 44.

A value of the stack pointer 44 is carried on the sec-

ond address bus via the operand address buffer 74. A
value of the program counter buffer 64 is selected by

45 the selector 63, carried on the ABUS to the RAM 78 via

the store buffer 75, and stored on an address, which is

indicated by the stack pointer 44. In other words, a return

address is stored on the stack.

A value of the program counter buffer 64 is selected

by the selector 63, and carried on the ABUS to the retum

address/calculation register 56.

(4)#J1(the address of f1) ->PC

A value of the prefetch counter 62 is selected by the

40 (2)the address of a next instruction->@SP

15

20

25

50 (3)the address of a next instruction->MR

55

7
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selector 63, and carried on the BIBUS to the ALU 51,

The (disp) from the program counter 61 which is stored

in the instruction buffer 32 is carried on the B2BUS to

the ALU 51, The jump target address (PC-KJisp) which

has been obtained In the ALU 51 is set at the program

counter buffer 64 and the instruction address buffer 66.

Then, all the instructions in the instruction buffer 32 are

cleared.

<the execution of the return instruction:rts>

(1) @SP-> PC

When the DEC 80 has decoded a return instruction,

a value of the stack pointer 44 is carried on the second

address bus to the RAM 78 via the ALU 51 and the op-

erand address buffer 74.

As a result, a return address stored on the stack of

the RAM 78 is carried on the fourth data bus and the

ABUS to the program counter buffer 64 via the load buff-

er 76, the ALU 51 , and the selector 67, At the same time,

the return address is moved to the instruction address

buffer 66, and all the instructions stored in the instruction

buffer 32 are cleared.

(2)SP+2->SP

A value of the stack pointer 44 is carried on the

ABUS to ALU 51 where SP<-SP+2 Is calculated. The

calculation result Is carried on the ABUS to the stack

pointer 44 via the selector 43.

<the execution of the special return instructlon:rtsf>

(1)MR-> PC

When the DEC 80 has decoded a special return in-

struction, a return address stored in the return address/

calculation register 56 is carried on the ABUS to the pro-

gram counter buffer 64 via the ALU 51 and the selector

67. The return address is also moved to the instruction

address buffer 66. At the same time, all the instructions

in the instruction buffer 32 are cleared.

(2)SP+2->SP

A value of the stack pointer 44 is carried on the

ABUS to the ALU 51 where SP+2 is calculated. The cal-

culation result is carried on the ABUS to the stack point-

er 44 via the selector 43.

<the execution of the multiplication instructlon:mul>

When the DEC 80 has decoded a multiplication in-

struction, a value of the register Dn is carried on the

B2BUS to the ALU 51 . and a value of the register Dm is

carried on the B1 BUS to the ALU 51 , These values are

multiplied, and the high order bits and the low order bits

of the multiplication result are stored in the SFT 57 and

the SFTMD 59, respectively. The high order bits stored

in the SFT 57 are carried on the ABUS to the return ad-

dress/calculation register 56, while the low order bits

5 stored in the SFTMD 59 are carried on the ABUS to the

data register group 41 via the selector 43.

The following Is an explanation of calling a function

and exiting from the function to return to an original pro-

gram, with reference to FIGS. 9 and 12.

In FIG. 9. the full line arrows on the left indicate how
the order of executing the instructions with (ex1 )-(ex1 6)

in the assembler program Is changed. The four digit

numbers in each box which represents the stack or the

return address/calculation register 56 indicate return ad-

dresses to be stored when a function Is called.

<A value setting of the program counter 61 and clearing

lnstructions>

When the process is started, the top address of a

program is set both to the program counter buffer 64 and

the instruction address buffer 66. The top address which

has been set in the instaiction address buffer 66 is car-

ried on the first address bus to the ROM 79, and the top

Instruction is fetched from the ROM 79,

A value of the program counter buffer 64 Is sent to

the incrementor 65 where the value is incremented byte

by byte or 2 bytes by 2 bytes depending on the address.

The incremented value is returned to the program coun-

ter buffer 64 and also set to the instruction-address buff-

er 66. At the same time, the value of the program counter

buffer 64 before the increment is moved to the prefetch

counter 62. This Is how a value of the program counter

buffer 64 is updated every time it is sent to the incre-

mentor 65, and as s result, a machine program in the

ROM 79 is read into the instruction buffer 32.

When the instruction buffer 32 has no instruction be-

cause a program has not been started or a branch in-

struction is being executed, the initial one-byte instruc-

tion is carried on the I BUS directly to the instruction reg-

ister 35.

The address buses and the data buses are all 1 6-bit

long and the instruction buffer 32 is 8-bit long, so that a

one-byte instruction is stored in the instruction buffer 32

every time the program counter value is incremented by

one, while a two-byte instruction is stored in the instruc-

tion buffer 32 every time the program counter value is

Incremented by two (t2).

The top instruction stored in the Instruction buffer

32 is moved to the instruction register 35, and further

moved to the DEC 80 where it is decoded. The other

instructions stored In the instruction buffer 32 is moved
to the instruction register 35 on a First In-First Out basis.

When an address with no instruction is set in either

the program counter buffer 64 or the instruction address

buffer 66, or when an Instruction which indicates a pro-

gram termination is written, the process is terminated

(t1).

IS
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<the instruction with (exi): mov #1,D1>

When the execution of a program is started, the top

address 0100 is set in the program counter buffer 64

and the instruction address buffer 66. The top address

which has been stored in the instruction address buffer

66 is moved on the first address bus. and the instruction:

mov #1 ,D1 which corresponds to the top address 0100

is fetched. It is determined at t3 whether the instruction

fetched is a function call instmction.

Since the instruction fetched is not a function call

instruction but a move instruction, it is further deter-

mined at t4 whether the instruction is a special return

instruction. Since the instruction is not a special return

instruction, it is executed at t5. After the execution, the

value of the program counter buffer 64 becomes 0101,

and the function call Instruction with {ex2):jsr J 1 which

corresponds to the address 0101 is fetched at 12.

<the function call instruction with (ex2):jsrJ1>

When the instruction with (ex2) has been fetched,

the instruction buffer 32 is filled with 3-byte machine

codes of this instruction. To be more specific, the instmc-

tion buffer 32 has the operation code (jsr) of the instruc-

tion on its first stage, the low order 8 bits of a jump target

address or of the (disp) from the program counter buffer

64 on Its second stage, and the high order 8 bits of the

jump target address or of the (disp) from the program

counter buffer 64 on its third stage.

When the Instruction buffer 32 has been thus filled

with the machine language codes of a function call in-

struction, the operation code is moved to the DEC 80

via the instruction register 35. The DEC 80 determines

that the instruction is a function call instruction at t3.

Then, a value of the stack pointer 44 is moved to the

ALU 51 where SP<-SP-2 is calculated, and the calcu-

lation result is moved to the stack pointer 44,

Then, a value of the stack pointer 44 Is carried on

the second address bus to designate an area in the RAM
78. The address of the next Instruction in the program

counter buffer 64 is stored in the area. Thus, a return

address is stored in the stack at 16.

Then, the address stored in the area is moved to

the return address/calculation register 56. As a result,

the contents of the stack and the return address/calcu-

lation register 56 are as shown on the stage 1 of FIG. 9.

When the DEC 80 is decoding the 1-byte function

call instruction of the instruction register 35, a 2-byte

jump target address of the function call instruction is

stored in the instruction buffer 32. Then, the jump target

address is found from the value of the instruction buffer

32 and the PC, and is set on the program counter buffer

64 and the instruction address buffer 66. As a result, a

function is called, and all the instructions which follow

the function call instruction In the instruction buffer 32

are cleared at t7.

<the instructions with (ex6)-(ex12)>

The instruction with (ex6): mov #1,D1 and the in-

struction with (ex7): add DO.DI are fetched and execut-

5 ed in order at 1 1-15.

The next instruction with (ex8): jsr _f2 is fetched at

t2 and determined to be a function call instruction at t3.

The address of the next instruction with (ex9), that is,

PC + 1 = 0107 + 1 = 0108 is stored in the stack as a
10 return address at t6, and the return address 01 08 is also

stored in the retum address/calculation register 56. As

a result, the contents of the stack and the return ad-

dress/calculation register 56 are as shown at stage 3 of

FIG. 9.

After the storage of the return address 0108, the

jump target address (PC + disp(0002)) is calculated and

the calculation result (0109) is moved to the program

counter 61 at 17.

Then, the execution of the function f2 is started.

First, the Instruction with (exIO): mov #3,D1 is fetched

and executed, and then, the instruction with (ex11):mul

DO.DI is fetched and moved to the DEC 80. Having de-

coded the multiplication instruction with (exil ), the DEC
80 carries a value of the register Dn on the B2BUS to

the ALU 51. and a value of the register Dm on B1BUS
to the ALU 51 . The ALU 51 multiplies these values, and

the high order bits and.the low order bits of the multipli-

cation result are stored in the SFT 57 and the SFTMD
59, respectively.

The high order bits stored in the SFT 57 are carried

on the ABUS to the return address/calculation register

56, while the low order bits stored in the SFTMD 59 are

carried on the ABUS to the data register group 41 via

the selector 43. As a result, the contents of the stack

and the return address/calculation register 56 are

shown at stage 5 of FIG. 9.

Then, the instruction with (ex12): add DO.DI is

fetched and executed, and the next instruction with

(exi 3) is fetched.

<the instruction with (ex13):rts>

Since the instruction with (exi 3) is a return Instruc-

tion, the value of the stack pointer 44 Is carried on the

second address bus to the RAM 78 via the ALU 51 and

the operand address buffer 74. As a result, the return

address 0108 stored in the stack is carried on the fourth

data bus to the ALU 51 via the load buffer 76. and further

carried on the ABUS to the program counter buffer 64

via the selector 67. The return address 0108 is also

moved to the instruction address buffer 66, and all the

instructions after the return instruction with (exi 3)

stored in the instruction buffer 32 are cleared. The move
of the return address 0108 Is indicated by the full line

arrow at stage 6 of FIG. 9.

After the clearance of the instructions, the value of

the stack pointer 44 is carried on the ABUS to the ALU
51 where SP^SP+2 is calculated. The calculation re-
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suit is carried on the ABUS the stack pointer 44 via the

selector 43. Thus, the program exits from the function

f2 and returns to the function f 1 , and the instruction with

(ex9) whose address is 0108.

<The instructions with (ex9)-(ex15)>

Since the instruction with (ex9) is a return instruc-

tion, the stack is accessed again to fetch the return ad-

dress 0102. The retum address 0102 is moved to the

program counter 61 . The contents of the stack and the

retum address/calculation register 56 are shown at

stage 4 of FIG. 9. After the movement, the instruction

with (ex3) whose address Is 0102 is fetched and exe-

cuted.

After the execution of the instruction with (ex3), the

instruction with (ex4) whose address is 0103 is fetched.

Since the instruction with (ex4) is a function call instruc-

tion, the address of the next instruction with (ex5), that

is 0104, is stored as a retum address to the return ad-

dress/calculation register 56 at stage 2. A jump target

address (PC+dIsp) is calculated and the program pro-

ceeds to the function J3 at t6 and t7. Then, the instruc-

tions with (ex14) and (6x15) are fetched and executed

at t1-t5, and the next instruction with (ex16) is fetched.

<The special return instruction with (ex16):rtsf>

When the DEC 80 has decoded the special retum

instruction with (ex16) whose address is 01 Of, the return

address stored in the return address/calculation register

56. that is 0104, is carried on the ABUS to the ALU 51

,

further to the program counter buffer 64 via the selector

67. The return address is also moved to the instruction

address buffer 66. The contents of the stack and the re-

turn address/calculation register 56 are shown at stage

7 of FIG. 9.

As a result, the program exits from the function fl

and returns to the function main. All the instructions after

the retum instruction with (ex16) In the instruction buffer

32 are cleared.

The value of the stack pointer 44 Is carried on the

ABUS to the ALU 51 where SP+2 is calculated. The cal-

culation result is carried on ABUS to the stack pointer

44 via the selector 43. This is indicated by the full line

arrow at stage 7 of FIG. 9. Thus, the return address is

moved from the retum address /calculation register 56

to the program counter 61 , and the program is returned

to the function main.

As explained hereinbefore, the processor of the

present invention has achieved the reduction of the

number of access to the stack without providing a reg-

ister specifically designed to store a return address.

In the present Invention, a retum address is stored

in the retum address/calculation register, which is pro-

vided to store the high order bits of the calculation re-

sults of a multiplication operation, a division operation,

or a residue operation; however, the retum address may

be stored in another register such as one which is pro-

vided to store the high order bits of the results of an add

operation, a subtract operation, or a shift operation.

Instead of the return address/calculation register, a
5 register which Is provided for calculations for a different

bit length from the calculator of the processor may be

used as long as the register has a low frequency of use.

For example, instead of the ALU 51 of the processor of

the present invention which has a 16-bit length, a reg-

ister for 32- or 64-bit calculations may be used because

they generally have low frequency of use.

Instead of a register for storing the high order bits

of calculation results, a register for storing the low order

bits of the calculation results may be used to store a

return address.

Although the retum address/calculation register of

the present invention has a single stage, three or four

stages may be provided to store three or four return ad-

dresses. In this case, the generation code rewrite unit

detects the presence of all the functions whose nest lev-

els are smaller than the number of stages of the register,

and rewrites return instructions in the functions detected

into special retum instructions. As a result, a plurality of

return addresses are stored in the single return address/

calculation register.

In the embodiment, a return instruction is rewritten

into a special return instruction after an assembler pro-

gram has been generated; however, the process may
be modified as shown In the following (a) and (b).

(a) An optimization unit is designed to store a flag

in association with each function written in an interme-

diate language, and to detect all the functions capable

of outputting special return instructions from the pro-

gram.

The optimization unit sets the flag at on for the func-

tions detected, and sets the flag at of for the functions

which have not been detected.

After these operations of the optimization unit, a

code generation unit generates a subroutine which in-

cludes a special retum Instruction at Its bottom for each

function detected, and further generates a subroutine

which includes a return instruction at Its bottom for each

function which has not been detected.

(b) An optimization unit detects a function written In

an intermediate language which can output a special re-

turn Instruction, and writes an Intermediate language in-

struction which indicates the capability of outputting a

special retum instruction to the bottom of the function

detected.

Then, a code generation unit generates a subrou-

tine which includes a special return instruction at its bot-

tom for each function which includes the intermediate

language instruction. The code generation unit, on the

other hand, generates a subroutine which includes a re-

turn Instruction at its bottom for each function which

does not include the intermediate language Instruction.

Although the present Invention has been fully de-

scribed by way of examples with reference to the ac-
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companying drawings, it is to be noted that various

changes and modifications will be apparent to those

skilled in the art. Therefore, unless such changes and

modifications depart from the scope of the present in-

vention, they should be construed as being included

therein.

ister is provided to store calculation results whose
bit lengths are longer than a bit length of the calcu-

lator.

5 4. The processor of claim 1 , wherein the special reg-

ister is provided to store one of high order bits and

low order bits of calculation results of the calculator

5. A program translating apparatus for generating ma-

chine programs each composed of a plurality of

subroutines and rewriting the machine programs

generated, each of the plurality of subroutines in-

cluding a first subroutine return instruction for re-

turning a return address from a stack, and part of

the plurality of subroutines including one of a sub-

routine call instruction and a predetermined calcu-

lation instruction whose calculation result is stored

in a special register, the program translating appa-

ratus comprising;

a fetch means for fetching ail the plurality of

subroutines one by one;

a determination means for determining whether

each of all the plurality of subroutines fetched

by said fetch means includes neither the sub-

routine call instruction nor the predetermined

calculation instruction;

a detection means for detecting the first sub-

routine return instruction from each subroutine

that has been determined not to Include neither

the subroutine call instruction nor the predeter-

mined calculation instruction by said determi-

nation means; and

a rewrite means for rewriting the first subroutine

return instruction detected by said detection

means into a second subroutine return instruc-

tion for returning a return address from the spe-

cial register.

Claims

1. A processor which is provided with a fetch means

for sequentially fetching instructions from memory,

a decode means for decoding the instructions

fetched by the fetch means, a calculator for. when

a predetermined calculation instruction is included

in the instructions fetched, calculating the predeter-

mined calculation instruction, and a special register

for storing a calculation result of the predetermined

calculation instruction, wherein the decode means

comprising:

a first determination means for determining

whether each of the instructions fetched by the

fetch means is a subroutine call instruction;

a second determination means for determining

whether each of the instructions fetched by the

fetch means Is a first subroutine return instruc-

tion for returning a return address from a stack;

and

a third determination means for determining

whether each of the instructions fetched by the

fetch means is a second subroutine return in-

struction for returning a retum address from the

special register,

said processor comprising:

a call means for, when said first determination

means has determined an instruction to be a

subroutine call instruction, storing an address

of an instruction which follows the subroutine

call instruction to the stack and the special reg-

ister as a return address;

a first return means for, when said second de-

termination means has determined an instruc-

tion to be a first subroutine return instruction,

returning the retum address from the stack to

a program counter; and

a second return means for. when said third de-

termination means has determined an instruc-

tion to be a second subroutine retum instruc-

tion, returning the return address from the spe-

cial register to the program counter.

2. The processor of claim 1 , wherein the special reg-

ister is provided to store calculation results of one

of multiplication operations, division operations,

and residue operations of the calculator.

3. The processor of claim 1 , wherein the special reg-

40 6. The program translating apparatus of claim 5,

wherein the predetermined calculation instruction is

one of a multiplication operation, a division opera-

tion, and a residue operation.

45 7. The program translating apparatus of claim 5.

wherein a bit length of the predetermined calcula-

tion instruction is longer than a bit length of a cal-

culator of a processor.

so 8. A program translating apparatus for translating a

first program into a machine program, the first pro-

gram being composed of a plurality of subroutines

written In a programming language, the program

translating apparatus comprising:

55

a fetch means for fetching the plurality of sub-

routines one by one from the first program;

a determination means for determining whether

11
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each of all the plurality of subroutines fetched

by said fetch means includes neither a subrou-

tine call instruction or a predetermined calcula-

tion instruction whose calculation result is

stored in a special register; s

an output means for outputting special Informa-

tion to a bottom of each subroutine which has

been determined not to include neither the sub-

routine call instruction nor the predetermined

calculation instruction; and 10

a subroutine translation means for translating

the plurality of subroutines into subroutines

written in the machine language, said subrou-

tine translation means includes a detection unit

and a translation unit, the detection unit detect- ^5

ing a subroutine which includes the special in-

formation at a bottom from the subroutines writ-

ten in the programming language, and the

translation unit translating the subroutine de-

tected by the detection unit into a subroutine 20

which includes a special subroutine return in-

struction at a bottom, the special subroutine re-

turn instruction making a return address move

from the special register.
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FIG, 1

jsr _fl '. function call instruction

®SP-2->SP
(Daddress of next instruction — >@SP
©address of next instruction— >FR
®#_fl(address of fl) - >PC

rts '. return instruction

®@SP-> PC

(DSP+2->SP

rtsfr '. special return instruction

®FR-> PC

(DSP+2->SP

Dn.Dm ! registers

# imm '. immediate value

PC I program counter

@SP : stack

FR '. retum-address-only register

MR ! calculation register

add Dn,Dm I add instruction

>0001 I + I
0010 I

Dn Dm
mov Dn,Dm ! move instruction

I
0010 I

>
I
0010

Dn Dm

mov # imm,Dm !

#10 >
I 0010

1

(immediate value) Dm

mul Dn,Dm ! multiplication instruction multiplication result

multiplier multiplicand high order bits low order bits

0002 I X 1 8000 I
>

I 0001 1 0000 |

Dn Dm MR Dm
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FIG. 2

addresses

-main

0100 mov #1,D0 (exl) ,

"oioi jsr fl (ex2)

0102 mov #2,D0 (ex3)

0103 jsr f3 (ex4)

0104 rts (ex5)

fl

0105 mov # 1,D1 (ex6)

'

0106 add D1.D0 (ex7)

0107 jsr f2 (ex8)

0108 Its (ex9)

f2 /

0109 mov #3,D1 (exlO)

010a mul DO.Dl (exll)

010b add D0.D1 (exl2)

010c rtsfr (ex 13)

f3

OlOd mov #1,D1 (exu/
OlOe add Dl.DO (ex 15)

OlOf rtsfr (ex 16)
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no. 3

YES
.u6

store a return address

on the stack

store the return address in

retum-address-only register,

and call a subroutine

YES

execute the

instruction

.u8

fetch the return address

from the return-address

-only register and move
it to program counter

1S
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FIG. 4

syntax analysis

unit

optimization unit

resource allocation

unit

code generation

unit
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FIG. 5

source program assembler program

main ()

I

fi(i) ;

f3(2);

fl(int a)

I

a=a+l

;

f2 (a) ;

f2(int a)

I

intb ;

b=a*3

;

b=a+b

;

f3(int a)

a=a+l

;

n(i){;

f3(2){

mov
jsr

mov
jsr

rt

#1,D0
_fl

#2,D0
O

^"^^^"Ladd D1,D0

f2 (a) -[jsr _f2

rts

\.-n^iS^^^ #3,D1
^"^^'^Lmul D0,D1

b=a+b-Cadd D0,D1

rts

,Jmov #1,D1

Ladd D1,D0
rts

(exl)

(ex2)

(ex3)

(ex4)

(ex5)

(ex6)

(ex7)

(ex8)

(ex9)

p-mam

fl

(exlO)

(exll)

(exl2)

(6X13)

f2

(ex 14)

(ex 15)

(exl6)J

f3
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FIG. 6

add

0001

Dn

Dn,Dm_!

+ 0010

Dm

mov Dn,Dm I

mov

0010 I

Dn

#imm,Dm !

#10

add instruction

>

move instruction

> 0011

1

Dm

0010

1

(immediate value) Dm
mul Dn.Dm ! multiplication instruction multiplication result

multiplier multiplicand high order bits low order bits

X0002

Dn

8000 0001 0000

Dm MR Dm

jsr _fl ! function caU instruction

(DSP-2->SP
©address of next instruction— >@SP
©address of next instruction— >MR
®# _fl(address of f1) - >PC

rts '. retum instruction

®@S?-> PC

(2)SP+2-> SP

rtsf '. special retum instruction

®MR-> PC

©SP+2->SP

Dn,Dm registers

# imm i immediate value

PC program counter

@SP : stack

MR I calculation register
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nG.7

control unit

101

special return instruction

output unit

104
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no. 8

addresses

-main

...0100 mov #1,D0 (exl) ,

0101 jsr fl (ex2)

0102 mov #2,D0 (ex3)

0103 jsr _f3 (ex4)

0104 rts (ex5)

fl

#1,D1 (ex6)

'

0105 mov
0106 add D1,D0 (ex7)

0107 jsr _f2 (ex8)

0108 rts (ex9)

f2

0109 mov #3,D1 (exlO)

010a mul D0,D1 (exll)

010b add DO.Dl (ex 12)

010c rts (exl3)

f3

OlOd mov #1,D1 (cxm/
OlOe add D1,D0 (exl5)

OlOf rts Cexl6)

mam

f2

f3

20
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¥IG, 12

J:
fetch the

instruction

YES

store a return address

on the stack

I ^t7

store the return address in

the return address/

calculation register, and

call a subroutine

execute the

instruction

fetch the return address

from the return address

/calculation register and

move it to program

counter

7A


